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Compatibility Review
Vanrun Dhawan and Natasha Dalal are an Air - Fire combination, which is the most dynamic of all the elemental
combinations. As the fire person of the relationship, Natasha Dalal will come to rely upon the support mechanism
provided by Vanrun Dhawan. Natasha Dalal will find a dependency, energy-wise and emotionally, upon Vanrun Dhawan
who helps Natasha Dalal to achieve more, get further, discover more about themselves and the world.

Characteristics of Vanrun Dhawan and Natasha Dalal
Vanrun Dhawan's characteristics include being artistic, freedom loving and impulsive, and perhaps sometimes a little
boastful or miserly.

Natasha Dalal's characteristics include being artistic, ambitious and philosophical, but sometimes can be a little
repressed or oversensitive.
Each contribute their strengths to the relationship equally. Focusing more on the strengths of both parties will help this
relationship. While strengths are not a perfect match, there is good likelihood that support and understanding for each
other's challenges can help this relationship become great. While Natasha Dalal may tend to be somewhat repressed,
Vanrun Dhawan's ability to be freedom loving without being domineering, could help in those situations.

Birthpaths
Birthpaths describe over-riding life principals which guide life over time. They define the kinds of things a person is
drawn to and can excel at. Taken as a group, people who share the same Birthpath have many similarities. When
people with different Birthpaths share their lives, their relationship can be greatly affected by the compatibility of their
Birthpaths. The combination of Birthpaths for Vanrun Dhawan and Natasha Dalal is a very good match. Looking at them
individually will reveal more.

Vanrun Dhawan's Birthpath
As a number 8 Birthpath, Vanrun Dhawan is characterized by their thinking, discerning, critical, analytical, and technical
mind. They are a good mixer, teacher, leader and speaker. While 8 is the number of materiality, it also brings
diplomacy, generosity, wisdom, and understanding... understand of the other person's heart and thoughts. 8's go
through a school of hard knocks, are not easily influenced by others, but are not quarrelsome. Their tendencies are for
the business life. They must learn some life-lessons as they are inclined to be very selfish for gain. They are fond of
luxury and love good things to eat. They can express themselves verbally and can sometimes be blunt, plain, sarcastic
and forceful. 8's have a strong physical love nature. At their best they are capable of much success.

Natasha Dalal's Birthpath
Natasha Dalal is a 4 Birthpath, giving them the ability to take on hard work and study. 4's can work hard with their
minds and hands, are great at seeking scientific truths, and can easily carry a burden for others. They are very
adaptable, can do many things well, and are builders of character. While practically minded, they are intellectual and
ambitious to get ahead materially. If not living up to their highest potential, they may tend to become more of a clockwatcher, disliking the work and losing ambition. 4 people have strong physical natures, are very honest in their dealings,
but can have a temper.

Looking Ahead
2020 for Vanrun Dhawan
This 6 cycle year is one of budding. Support systems are developing and your efforts in this 6 cycle year are moving you
forward. This year you will be able to feel that things have begun to turn your way.

2020 for Natasha Dalal
This is a year for spiritual harvest. The 9 cycle year is a spiritual time of examination, review and looking back over the
last eight years. Initially appreciating all that has happened, the time closer to the end of the year involves reflection
and serious self-examination in anticipation of what is to come.
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